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Auto Racing takes a lot more
than just a good driver, it also
takes a properly set up car. To
set the car up right takes data,
and that’s where this system
comes in. While there are other
systems currently available, most
are too expensive for the average
driver and are limited in the
number and type of compatible
sensors. This system is sensor
agnostic, meaning it accepts a
multitude of sensor types and
brands. In addition, it’ll come at a
price that can fit the budget of
the average weekend racer.

●Designed a new system architecture adding optional WiFi and Bluetooth integration to the system so that real
time data is sent to a phone or tablet during system
operation, while saving a backup dataset on the SD card.
●Troubleshot previous teams code to get data sent from
the microcontroller to the SD card successfully.
●Redesigned and coded SD write function using inverted
buffer scheme to prevent data from bottlenecking and
causing SD card errors.
●Commented all new code for better understanding and
to aid future development efforts.
●Added USB port and onboard accelerometer to PCB for
additional connectivity options and to eliminate necessity
for additional accelerometer in wiring harness.
●Redesigned the enclosure for the system to be lighter
and consume less space.
●Performed thermal analysis on new enclosure and
investigated potential heat resistant materials and
coatings.

This racing telemetry system was designed to
gather data at a sufficient rate to allow teams
to understand their what is happening to their
car and optimize their own strategies.
Although many of sensors were not able to be
currently integrated, a system simulation was
implemented, which shows the true potential
of this idea. With further sensor integration
and testing, this system will be able to
compete with its peers, and help drivers find
the edge over their competitors

Materials and methods:
• STM32 Development Board
for programing and
implementing code
• ARM STM32 main processor
• Enclosure designed using
Onshape 3D modeling
software
• Conforms to standard CAN
network and SD Card
protocols
Further information
Please see
https://edge.rit.edu/edg
e/P20225/public/Home
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Model of System PCB
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